Clinical use of genotype to predict chemosensitivity in oligodendroglial tumors.
The -1p/-19q genotype has been associated with prolonged survival and chemosensitivity in oligodendroglial neoplasms, but the predictive and prognostic significance of genotype in the routine clinic is not established. The authors investigated allelic imbalance in 1p36, 19q13, 17p13, 10p12-15, and 10q22-26 and p53 mutation in a cohort representative of clinical practice at their center (50 primary, 26 recurrent cases) given PCV chemotherapy between 2000 and 2003 and compared with response and outcome following PCV. 1p/19q loss was found in 12/19 OII, 10/23 OAII, 11/13 OIII, and 6/21 OAIII. Response, seen in 92% with 1p/19q loss, was associated with the -1p/-19q genotype (Fisher exact: p < 0.001) regardless of WHO grade or whether primary or recurrent. 1p/19q loss was an independent prognostic factor associated with longer progression-free (PFS) and overall survival (OS) (Cox regression: PFS and OS p < 0.001), with greater impact on PFS than OS in primary tumors, and OS at recurrence. 17p13 loss and p53 mutation were associated with poor prognosis in recurrent tumors and chromosome 10 loss was associated with short PFS and OS in primary tumors. Histologic subtype did not influence outcome in tumors of equivalent genotype. Genotype had greater association with response and outcome than conventional clinical factors. A total of 29% with intact 1p/19q and a variety of genetic or clinicopathologic characteristics responded in association with increased PFS and OS. The -1p/-19q genotype predicted response and favorable outcome following PCV chemotherapy corroborating genetic analysis to guide routine clinical management. However, some cases with intact 1p/19q also had clinical benefit.